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The Prytanée National Militaire, La Flèche, Sarthe, France
The foundation of the institution originated with Henri IV, who gave his château in La Flèche to the 
Jesuits in 1603, to enable them to establish a seminary intended for the education of the children 
of the King’s home servants, to ‘teach them to love the sciences, honour and virtue’. René 
Descartes and Marin Mersenne can be numbered among its pupils. After the eviction of the Jesuits 
from France in 1762, Louis XV and the Comte de Choiseul reorganised the school. It then became 
a preparatory school for the Champ de Mars Military Academy. Between 1776 and 1792, it became 
a royal and academic college. In 1808, Napoleon set up the Military Prytanée for the students from 
the military academy at St Cyr. Today, the National Military Prytanée is one of six military schools 
in France specifically under the control and management of the French Ministère de la défense. It 
recruits its pupils from children of the military as well as of those of members of the French State 
administration and specially deserving citizens. Admission is restricted to academically gifted 
students from the 5th form upwards, and the school prepares them for the Baccalauréat and for 
entrance examinations into the main military academies. 
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Louis XIV was published by Cambridge University Press in May 2011.
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Charpentier’s instrumental mass? Knowing Couperin’s reverence of Italian music, it would 
be very surprising if he had not met Charpentier and his music. The similarity between 
Charpentier’s and Couperin’s pleins jeux can be heard on this recording by comparing the 
opening Kyries of each mass. 

When transcribing Charpentier’s autograph mass for organ some years ago, I was 
astonished to find not only that the idioms suited the organ very well, but also that my 
transcription naturally fitted two hands and feet almost perfectly, suggesting to me that this 
work may have been a real, but now lost, organ mass. However, it is incomplete and the 
Offertoire is scored (following the organ Dialogue principle) for alternating choirs of wind 
and string instruments, thereby making it impossible for one organist to play it. I have 
therefore recorded only the transcriptions of the Kyrie and Gloria (14 pieces), choosing 
registrations that I conjecture would have represented the putative original. Musically, it is 
not of the same level as the published organ masses of Raison, Couperin and de Grigny, but 
it may well represent the kind of improvised organ mass that was heard in most big 
churches on a daily basis, with each short piece being mostly based on plainchant. As well 
as being attractive in colour and invention, these pieces also serve (by contrast) to show how 
magnificent were the organ masses created by Raison, Couperin and de Grigny.       

© David Ponsford 2012
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The church, dedicated to St Louis, was erected in 1607-21 and based on a design by Louis 
Métezeau. It opened for worship in 1622. Its Baroque interior decoration was completed in 1693, 
and is notable for its impressive reredos executed by Pierre Corbineau in 1633 and the organ loft 
and case built in 1640. The ashes of Henry IV and Marie de Médicis are kept in an urn in the church. 

Recorded: 1-4 July, 2012
Consultant: Pierre Dubois

Sound recording: Raymond Fenton
Organ preparation and tuning: Jean-Pierre Conan

We acknowledge with grateful thanks the permission and assistance 
of the Ministère de la Défense,

and in particular the Prytanée National Militaire of la Flèche, France.
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François Couperin
Messe à l’usage ordinaire des paroisses, pour les fêtes solemnelles  (1690)

KYRIE
1 Plein chant du premier Kyrie, en Taille 1:15
2 Fugue sur les jeux d’anches 2:09
3 Recit de Chromhorne: 3e Couplet 2:33
4 Dialogue sur la Trompette et le Chromhorne: 4e Couplet 2:09
5 Plein chant: 5e et dernier Couplet 1:09

 GLORIA
6 Plein jeu: Et in Terra pax 1:17
7 Pettite fugue sur le Chromhorne: 2e Couplet du Gloria 1:00
8 Duo sur les Tierces: 3e Couplet 2:08
9 Dialogue sur les Trompettes, Clairon et Tierces du G. C.  2:51

Et le bourdon avec le larigot du positif: 4e Couplet
10 Trio a 2 dessus de Chromorne et la basses de Tierce: 5e Couplet 2:16
11 Tierce en Taille: 6e Couplet 3:54
12 Dialogue sur la Voix humaine: 7e Couplet 3:12
13 Dialogue en trio du Cornet et de la Tierce: 8e Couplet 3:02
14 Dialogue sur les Grand jeux: 9e et dernier Couplet 1:48

15 OFFERTOIRE sur les grands jeux 8:33

SANCTUS
16 Plein chant du premier Sanctus en Canon 0:56
17 Recit de Cornet: 2e Couplet 1:25
18 BENEDICTUS: Chromhorne en Taille 3:36
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masses. This is important for performance practice, particularly over the question of notes 
inégales, which might be defined as a rhythmic convention in which, under certain 
conditions, particular note-values are performed unequally, even if those same note-values 
are written equally. We know Couperin’s attitude from L’Art de toucher le clavecin (1717): 

‘The Italians write their music in the true values in which they have conceived it . . . We [the 
French] dot several consecutive quavers in succession, although we write them as equal’. 
For performance practice therefore, the question of Italian influence is crucial. If, through 
stylistic analysis, we can show that Couperin is using an Italian model, then the question of 
inégalité is answered. Two cases, perhaps, are the Dialogue sur la voix humaine (7th couplet, 
Gloria) and the Dialogue sur les grands jeux (9th couplet, Gloria), although French inégalité 
may be heard in many other pieces throughout this mass.

Marc-Antoine Charpentier (1643-1704) was one of the few French composers to have 
studied in Italy. It is thought that his Messe pour plusieurs instruments au lieu des orgues (also 
based on the Cunctipotens genitor Deus chant) was composed in 1674 for a major religious 
festival at Notre Dame de la Mercy et de la Rédemption des Captifs, when the purchase of 
an organ was withheld for legal reasons. In this mass, Charpentier adopts the styles and 
genres of a standard organ mass, but orchestrates it for strings and wind instruments using 
a variety of solo, duo and trio, as well as tutti combinations. However, the orchestration of 
an organ plein jeu, with its slow-moving harmonies and multi-part chords, would not have 
been idiomatic for orchestral instruments, with attendant problems of breathing for the 
wind and bowing for the strings. Charpentier’s solution was to compose homophonic 
music in a more linear manner with consistent crotchet movement, such as is heard in the 
opening plein jeu, which is very similar to the opening of Couperin’s mass. Charpentier was 
associated with the church of St Louis, only a short walk from St Gervais, just at the time 
when Couperin must have been gathering musical ideas for his masses in the mid-1680s. As 
well as being the active organist at St Gervais, Lalande was also organist at St Louis. 
Furthermore, the St Gervais organ was being rebuilt in 1685. Could Couperin have heard 
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Couperin’s Messe pour les paroisses (Mass for the parishes) is a standard alternatim organ 
mass consisting of 21 couplets, based on the plainchant Cunctipotens genitor Deus first heard 
in the powerful pedals in the first Kyrie. However, Couperin was experimental in several 
respects. During the late 17th century, organ music began to incorporate both French secular 
dances (such as gavottes, bourées and minuets) and influences from Italian vocal and 
instrumental music. Organ music of a secular and lascivious nature was, of course, actively 
discouraged in the caeremoniales governing liturgical procedure, but given that dances and 
their associated gestures were an inherent part of normal social life, and the king himself 
(famous for his own dancing) was perceived as God’s representative on earth, it is not 
surprising that musical influences from dance became incorporated into organ music. 
However, these influences were somewhat disguised. For example, the Duo sur les tierces 
(3rd verset, Gloria) is written in the style of a gigue, but disguised with a contrapuntal 
opening that raised the piece to a higher level. In this and other pieces, Couperin’s ingenuity 
is remarkable. The song-like theme of the Récit de chromorne (3rd couplet, Kyrie) is, 
appropriately, a retrograde of the Christe eleison plainchant, and the first couplet of the 
Sanctus is a plein jeu in which the plainchant is heard on the Pedals in a two-part canon. The 
Offertoire sur les grands jeux is cast in a tripartite form in which the opening is derived from 
motifs associated with French overtures, the middle section is in the style of an Italian 
contrapuntal ricercar, and the final part is in the style of a French gigue. Like the Offertoire 
from the Messe pour les couvents, Couperin was being truly exprimental.

Italian musical influences in Paris were the subject of alternate waves of enthusiasm and 
rejection in different decades during the 17th century. No doubt, there were known centres 
of Italian enthusiasm, such as the concerts held at St André-des-Arts by Nicolas Mathieu, 
and we know from Michel Corrette that there was enormous enthusiasm for the trio sonatas 
of Corelli that were first performed there. Couperin’s comment that ‘the bringing together 
of French and Italian styles must create musical perfection’ (L’Apothéose de Lully, 1725) is 
symptomatic of his musical mission in life, and was fully operational (I believe) in the organ 
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 AGNUS DEI
19 Plein chant de l’Agnus dei en Basse et en Taille alternativement 1:55
20 Dialogue sur les Grands jeux: 3e Couplet de l’Agnus 2:38

21 DEO GRATIAS 1:12
 

Marc-Antoine Charpentier
Messe pour plusieurs instruments au lieu des orgues  (1674)
Transcribed for organ by David Ponsford – first recording

 KYRIE
22 Premier Kyrie tous les instruments 1:28
23 3e Kyrie pour les hautbois 1:09
24 Cinquieme Kyrie pour les violons du petit choeur 0:55
25 7e Kyrie 1:14
26 9e Kyrie pour tous les instruments 1:52

 GLORIA
27 Et in terra: pour tous les instruments 1:19
28 Benedicimus te pour les hautbois 0:28
29 Glorificamus te pour les viollons 0:49
30 Domine Deus pour les flutes douces 0:53
31 Domine deus agnus dei pour tous les instruments a vent 0:48
32 Qui tollis pour tous les instruments: viollons, hautbois et flutes 1:18
33 Quoniam pour le cromorne 1:09
34 Tu solus altissimus pour un dessus de hautbois et un cromhorne 1:16
35 In gloria pour tous les instruments 1:17

  Total playing time 66:54
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The Historical Levasseur/Dangeville Organ 
From the opening of the chapel in 1622, there was a 19-stop organ with two 45-note manuals 
and a 10-note pedal-board. A new organ gallery was designed by architect Jacques Nadreau 
in 1637. While building was in progress in 1638 the Rector, Father Étienne Noël, signed a 
contract with carpenters Pierre Frileux and Pierre Cornet of Angers, and sculptor Mathurin 
Jousse, to build the organ case which exists to this day. In January 1640, the Jesuits 
commissioned organ-builder Ambroise Levasseur from Vervins, to restore and install the 
organ in the new organ case. The restoration work was extensive. The manual keyboards 
were extended from 45 to 48 notes and the pedal-board from 10 to 17 notes; the wind-chests, 
valves and grooves, and the main wind-trunk of the Grand Orgue were re-leathered or 
rebuilt; several stops were re-voiced and some added, etc. The new organ included 28 stops 
spread over three manuals and pedals.

Nothing is known as to how the Levasseur organ fared until the second half of the 18th 
century. In December 1772, organ-builder Jean Dangeville, from Angers, restored the organ 
at the cost of 12,000 louis d’or. He added a fourth manual with a Cornet, provided a second 
Trumpet, removed the Vox Humana on the Grand Orgue, slightly modified the sound 
structure of the Positif division, and extended the pedal-board to 24 notes. The instrument 
now boasted 30 stops over four manuals and pedal-board.

During the Revolution, the church was used as the meeting place of the ‘Club des Jacobins,’ 
and then as a Temple for Republican festivals, which prevented the sale of the organ-case, 
but several pipes disappeared, some of which were found in the shop of a local glazier! On 
28 December 1800, the French Home Office approved the use of the church by the Maurin-
Meyer boarding school. On 1st June 1808, when the French Military Prytanée was instituted 
in place of the former school, repairs to the organ were deemed necessary and a grant of 
5,300 francs was awarded to execute the works. There is no surviving evidence that these 
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on Grand Orgue and Positif, and solo registrations on Récit, Écho and Pédale, the latter serving 
to highlight the plainchant on solo reeds as well as also serving as a bass line (at 8’ pitch) for 
expressive solos. This function of the 17thcentury French Pedal organ was quite different to 
the fully developed 16’ Pedal organ in Germany and the Netherlands. Such was the 

‘Classical’ consistency in the French organ that individual pieces were often titled by their 
registrations, and registration practices were described in the prefaces to some published 
livres d’orgue. The plein jeu required the ‘flue’ registers from 16-foot right up to the highest 
mixtures. The grand jeu required reeds, cornet and 4’ Prestant, in imitation of Lully’s 
orchestra of strings, oboes and trumpets. Récits de cromorne/cornet/trompette, etc., capitalize 
on the colourful solo registers of the organ, whilst Fugues, Duos and Trios all had their 
dedicated registrations which varied only in small details from about 1665 to at least the late 
18th century.

Published collections of organ music (livres d’orgue) were issued for many reasons, but all 
established a standard that was intended as a model to reflect the gloire of the age of Louis 
XIV. Those by Nicolas Lebègue and André Raison were intended as encyclopaedias of all 
the available styles of improvising or composing organ music. The Pièces d’orgue by François 
Couperin, consisting of two masses and published in 1690, marked the end of his 
apprenticeship, witnessed by Lalande’s certificat that prefaced the volumes. However, only 
the two title pages were published; the pieces themselves were copied out in manuscript, 
with the consequence that circulation may well have been limited. There was also a musical 
consequence. Whereas the organ music of Raison (1688) and Nicolas de Grigny (1699) are 
replete with characteristic ornamentation, the number of ornaments in Couperin’s organ 
music is relatively scarce. This suggests to me that full-dress ornamentation was only added 
at the publication stage, whereas manuscripts may not have been so precisely ornamented. 
Therefore, in this recording I have added many ornaments in keeping with my own ‘bon 
goût’, founded on decades of research into this fascinating repertory.
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The Music
François Couperin (1668-1733) inherited the prestigious post of organist at St Gervais, Paris, 
from his father, Charles, who had died prematurely in 1679. François, who was only eleven 
years of age, was too young to take over this demanding professional post. Organists’  
contracts of the time stipulate that they were responsible for about 400 services per year,  
with some feast days (such as Easter) demanding five or even six organ masses. This meant 
that the organist would be responsible for playing over 100 pieces in a single day. Therefore, 
improvisation was the norm, and the retively small number of published and manuscript 
organ masses and suites that now survive represent only a tiny fraction of this tradition of 
improvisation. From 1679 to 1685, the authorities of St Gervais appointed Michel-Richard 
de Lalande, who held the post until Couperin was sufficiently mature to be installed as 
organist. Couperin was officially appointed organist when he attained the age of 21 in 1689.

The tradition of organ masses and suites followed the age-old tradition of alternatim practice. 
Each sentence of the Mass, Magnificat and Te Deum was divided between organ couplets 
and sung plainchant. To take one example, the nine sentences of the Kyrie would be divided 
alternately between five organ solos and four sung plainchant versets, and so on right 
through the Mass. This resulted in approximately 21 organ couplets: Kyrie (5), Gloria (9), 
Offertory, Sanctus and Benedictus (3), Agnus Dei (2), and Deo Gratias. The Credo was not 
permitted to be played. Most of the pieces had to be fairly short, with the exception of the 
Offertory in which the organist could play for up to 10 minutes to cover the liturgical 
ceremonies. This obviously gave the organist much greater scope to play a piece of large-
scale structure. Organ suites, such as those by Nivers, Boyvin and Clérambault could serve 
a wider range of liturgies, such as alternatim settings of the Magnificat.

The French organ in the seventeenth century attained an unparalleled consistency, 
dominated by organ-building developments in Paris. The specification of the beautiful 
historic organ recorded here is typical of French organs with its two contrasting choruses 
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were ever carried out, as on 10 February 1831 an organ-builder from Le Mans submitted 
another repair estimate for the same amount. A new expert called upon in February 1835 
estimated the cost of works to be executed at 2,100 francs. In 1859-60 some repairs and 
alterations were carried out by an anonymous organ-builder: the wedge-bellows were 
replaced by a large horizontal reservoir; the number of manuals was reduced to three, 
rebuilt and extended to 54 notes. Other alterations, again carried out by an anonymous 
organ-builder, were made in 1890, with the setting up of a Hautboy in the Positive division 
and a Salicional on the Grand Orgue, and the Récit and Écho wind-chests were removed. By 
this time, the organ had been greatly altered from its original condition. 

In 1922, when Father Maurice Giraud became parish priest, only a few stops were still 
working. Five years later, Father Giraud asked organ-builder Tronchet, from Nogent-le-
Rotrou, to assess the instrument. The latter offered to build a new instrument at the cost of 
60,000 francs but the project was deemed too expensive. In 1932, after visiting the 
instrument, musicologist Norbert Dufourcq supported Father Giraud’s wish to save it. 
Following a report prepared by Félix Raugel, the instrument was listed as a ‘Monument 
historique’ in 1933. The original pipe-work was consequently saved. Victor Gonzalez 
submitted different projects, one of which was accepted in 1935. The organ was rebuilt in 
three successive steps in 1935, 1937 and 1947, but, although he had to keep what remained 
of the original pipe-work, Gonzalez made important alterations to the original disposition. 
He added a Tierce, a Quarte and a Bombarde in the Grand Orgue, a Cymbal in the Positif, 
substituted the Positif Montre with a Quintaton, revoiced the Hautboy, added a Trumpet 
and a Clarion ‘en chamade’ inside the organ-case, and a 16’ Contrabass and a 2’ Flute in the 
Pedal division. On 14 July 1947, André Marchal opened this rebuilt ‘neo-classical’ instrument.

After reconstruction of the wind-chests in 1963, important repairs in the church between 
1989 and 1991 rendered the protection of the organ necessary, and it was decided to rebuild 
it to its 17th-18th century specification at the instigation and under the supervision of André 
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Chauvin, the organist at the time. These works were completed in January 1996 by organ-
builders Benoist and Sarelot, from Laigné-en-Belin, who studied all the surviving parts for 
the necessary restoration and rediscovery of the spirit of the historical instrument. The 
voicing was executed by Jean-Pierre Conan (who now looks after the instrument), and new 
wedge-bellows built by Chauvin from Dax replaced the Romantic reservoirs. From 
indications suggested by the original roller-frame, it was possible to rebuild four new 
keyboards matching the original disposition, and a ‘French’ pedal-board was installed. 
Today, the organ boasts 35 stops with 2,162 pipes, half of which date back to the 17th and 
18th centuries. 

More than a restoration, this reconstruction was – in the words of organist André Isoir – a 
proper ‘resurrection’. One can hear again a characteristic French ‘classical’ – or should one 
say ‘baroque’? – organ with a fine, silvery Plein-Jeu, a bright and powerful Grand Jeu, 
colourful Cornets and Jeu de Tierce, on which the music of François Couperin, Nicolas de 
Grigny and their contemporaries can be interpreted with authenticity. The organ of La 
Flèche offers the organist the rare experience of being able to perform the French repertoire 
of the ‘Grand Siècle’ on a beautiful musical instrument situated in an architectural 
surrounding perfectly suited to it. 
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Specification

I. Positif/Chair   
Bourdon 8
Montre 4  
Flûte à biberon 4  
Nazard 2 2/3  
Doublette 2  
Tierce 1 3/5  
Larigot 1 1/3  
Fourniture III  
Cymbale II  
Cromorne 8  
  
II. Grand Orgue/Great
Bourdon 16  
Bourdon 8  
Montre 8  
Prestant 4  
Flûte 4
Nazard 2 2/3
Doublette 2 
Quarte 2

Tierce 1 3/5
Flageolet 1
Cornet V
Fourniture IV
Cymbale III
Trompette 8
Clairon 4
Voix humaine   8

III. Récit/Swell  
Cornet V  
(No drawstop)  
   
IV. Écho/Echo   
Bourdon 8
Prestant 4
Cornet III
Cromorne 8

Pédale
Flûte 8
Flûte 4
Trompette 8
Clairon 4

Compass: 
Grand orgue, Positif: 54 notes (C-f3)               Récit: 25 notes (c1-c3) 
Écho : 37 notes (c0-c3)                                      Pédale: 26 notes (C-c#1); ‘ravalement’: Low C# = AA 

Couplers: Grand Orgue/Positif; Tirasse Grand Orgue/Pédale.
a = 392HZ at 16oC; mild unequal temperament.
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François Couperin
Messe à l’usage ordinaire des paroisses,
pour les fêtes solemnelles (1690)

1-5 KYRIE 9:15
6-14  GLORIA 21:28
15 OFFERTOIRE  8:33
16-18  SANCTUS 5:57
19-21  AGNUS DEI 5:45

Marc-Antoine Charpentier
Messe pour plusieurs instruments au
lieu des orgues (1674)
Transcribed for organ by David Ponsford
First recording

22-26 KYRIE  6:38
27-35 GLORIA 9:17

 Total playing time 66:54

French organ music from the period of Louis
XIV to the Revolution has always held
fascination for performers and listeners alike.
The kaleidoscope of colours, the rich and varied
styles, and the sheer exuberance of the music
never fail to captivate. Yet, performance practice
of this music has never been fully understood.
David Ponsford has spent much of his career
studying this repertoire, resulting in his book
French Organ Music in the Reign of Louis XIV
(Cambridge University Press, 2011). The present
series of recordings, including the music of
Louis Couperin, André Raison, Jacques Boyvin,
François Couperin, Nicolas de Grigny, Louis
Marchand, Louis-Nicolas Clérambault, up to
composers of the Revolution such as Balbastre,
Beauvarlet Charpentier and Lesceux, is therefore
the fruit of many years of research by a seasoned
performer whose aim is to combine technical
brilliance with intellectual understanding, to
bring the music alive with authority and
meaning.
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David Ponsford
French Organ Music from the Golden Age


